
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Earth Warrior, 

  

This is an invitation to join us in bringing to light a monumental 

truth with the potential to end evil, corruption and tyranny 

around the world. This truth, within the realm of “Common 

Law”, empowers us, the people, to address a core deception; a 

trespass committed against each and every one of us. 

  

Governments have been - and still are - complicit in 

perpetuating a system of government built on fraud and 

corruption. As our parents officially registered our births, our 

governments unlawfully and non-consensually used our given 

and family names in such a way as to turn us into government 

property. This is a violation for which we intend to hold the 

members of each government - or “service corporation” - 

accountable.  

 

This unlawful governmental control, by which we have been 

oppressed since birth, can be invalidated. We can put an end to  

 



 

 

 

 

 

our predicament as “chattels of the state” by exposing the 

constructive fraud perpetrated upon us by our governments. 

  

At Earth United, we have discovered that the process of 

“Common Law” is the master key to making the world a better 

place. Common Law has the potential to end governmental 

deception, control, manipulation and corruption.  

  

Christopher James is a Canadian Common Law specialist who 

has dealt with multiple, high profile Common Law cases over 

the past twenty years. Earth United is working closely with 

Christopher and his truth network, “A Warrior Calls”. We are 

also working with many other experts, influencers, public 

figures, content creators and organizations in order to bring 

this truth to the attention of people all over the globe.  

  

We need to act quickly and we need your help. We are looking 

for YouTubers, online influencers, public figures and 

organizations to join us in our quest to create a new world 

founded on freedom and truth.  



  

 

 

 

 

 

This invitation is part of our media campaign. With the help of 

our alliances, we intend to spread this message far and wide, 

turning it into a hot topic in the truth community and helping to 

direct traffic to Earth United, thus expanding our global 

network. 

  

When this network is big enough, we will decide when, where 

and how to proceed with public court appearances.  

 

What Can You Do to Help? 

 

Share any and all content we release over the next couple of 

weeks, helping us to spread the word quickly and effectively. 

 

 Create and share your own videos and content about 

Earth United and its mission. 

 Use and share interviews and video content that we 

create. 

 Request interviews with us. 

 Appear on interviews with us. 



 

 

 

 

 

 Direct users who want to learn more to www.awarriorcalls.com 

 

Please note, you have full permission and licensing rights to use 

any of the content created by us. Your help will build interest 

towards a trilogy of videos we have planned for the latter 

stages of the campaign.  

  

When we unite, we the people have the power to change life 

for the better on our beautiful planet. We must end this 

deception and regain our freedom.  

  

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

  

Founder of Earth United, 

 

 Jesse Perez Casanova 

http://www.awarriorcalls.com/

